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Physics. - »On a simplified theol'y of the e1ecb'icat and optical 
, pkenomena in moving badies". By Prof. H. A. LORENTZ. 

(Will be published in the Proeeedings of the next meeting). 

Physics. - "STOKES' aberrafion theoJ'y presupposing an ether of 
inequal density". By Prof. H. A. LOREN'fZ. 

(Will be published in the Proeeedings of the next meeting). 

Physics. - ."Measurements on the system of isothermal lines neal' 
the plaitpoint, and especially on the process of tke l'etragrade 
condensation of a mixture of carbonic acid alld hydrogen". 
By Dr. J. VERSCHAFFELT. (Gontinued). (Communication nO. 47 

from the Physieal Laboratory at Leiden by Prof .. H. KAMER 

LINGH ONNES). 

, 
§ 5. The course of the plaitpoint curve. 

Two other mixtures ,'I) = 0,0995 and IC = 0,1990 were investigated 
in the way described in § 2. But in the case of these two 
mixtures the investigation coulà not be made 80 completely as in 
the case of the first mixture. Fo!' IC = 0,0494 we could trace the 
isothermals pretty far above the plaitpoint-pressure ; but for $ = 0,0995 
the plaitpoint was situated towards the end of the series of observations, 
and for a:: = 0,1990 the observations could only be made till near 
the critical point of contact. By means of these observations, the 
results of which are communicated in tlle tables III and IV, we 
eau derive some il1formation regarding the course of the plaitpoint 
curve in mixtures of hydrogen and carbonic acid in the neighbour
hood of pure carbonic acid. 

22* 
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TABLE lIL. 

Mixture IC = 0,0995. Isothermal lines 

1'emp.1 V~~le·lpressure.11 Temp 

16°.90 2774 32.24 

2490 35.25 

~199 38 90 

2066 40.80 

1874 43.91 

1683 47.51 

1490 5].65 

1296 

1106 

56.60 240.20 
(pI p. temp.) 

62.25 

1067 63.50 

1029 64.85 

09940 66.00 

09565 67.30 

09145 68.30 

08800 69.10 

08360 70.25 

07990 71.35 

07\65 74.00 

05240 84.20 

03551 106.9 

03284 113.6 

2061 42.20 

1877 45.40 

1683 49.26 

1480 53.90 

1293 59 10 

UlO 65 15 

091451 72.55 

(pl. p,) 

25°.00 

V~~ne. Il'ressure." Temp I V~u:e·l.press. 

07185 81 60 1 25°.00 03974lno.8 

06495 85.05 25°.45 0668586.85 
(cr,p, of c, 

05955 87.80 lemp,) 06070 90.50 - ~ 

05325 91. 95 

05260 92.45 

04171 104.1 

036\2 114.6 

09145 73.45 26°.05 

07245 8:UO 

06700 85.40 

06470 86.65 

06120 88.60 

05685 91.60 

05270 94.30 

04902 97.45 

04566 101.1 

04171 106.3 

03904 110.8 

0382\ 112.2 320.30 

03738 114.2 

07260 83.25 

06685 86.40 

06090 89.95 

05700 92.60 

0,330 95.30 

04948 98.45 

04551 102.5 

~II04 7 

04918 99.45 

04580102.9 

04196108.2 

03776115.3 

2069 42.82 

1873 46.27 

1685 50.20 

1486 54.90 

1300 60.25 

n07 66.85 

09185 74.50 

07240 84.20 

05300 96.90 

04566103.9 

03806 li5.8 

2052 44.58 

1870 47.93 

1675 52.20 

1479 57.15 

1297 62.85 

1109 96.95 

0914& 78.60 

07220 8!l. 70 

05255 105,4. 

04249118.1 
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TAB L E IV. 

Mixture x = 0,1990. Isothe"lJlal lines. 

'l'emp Volume Pressure. Temp 0,0. 
Vol,mo lp I Temp Volume Press. 0,0. rl3ssuro O,!) 

15°.35 2960 31.34 15° 35 05180 105 9 22°.80 1316 63.20 
(Cont.) - tCom) 

2ïOO 33.84 04552 1174 1082 72.85 -
2423 37.27 200 .90 07810 89 15 0902j 82.45 

2142 41.26 074.65 91.75 071] 5 96.05 

2031 43.03 07105 94.55 05255 116.0 

1844 46.58 06735 97 70 0514.0 117.6 

1653 I 50. j 5 06335 101 5 05070 118.8 -
14.61 55 70 05\165 105.l 04965 120.6 -
1276 0l.55 05575 109.6 310 80 2018 47.00 -
)090 68.90 05210 114. 2 ] 838 50 90 -
1051 70.55 22° .lW 06715 99.05 1651 55.50 

1016 72.10 06340 102.5 1465 61.15 

09745 'i3.95 05965 106.4 1275 68.20 -
09385 75.80 05585 lI09 1090 77. 00 -
09020 77.75 05240 1154 09020 88.]0 -
08605 79 75 220 80 2030 44..79 07105 104.1 
--
08275 81 40 1833 48.78 05965 117.1 -
07860 83.60 1651 53.00 
--
07125 88.20 1461 58.85 
--

For the three mixtures thc volumes and the pressures at the be
ginning and the end of the condensation were re ad on the p-v-t dia
grams, constructed by means of thc data in the tables I, Hl and IV, 
and of which only one was given in the previous communicatioD; these 
volumes and pressures are given in table V. Only for x = 0,0494 
the end of the condensation was observed for temperatures at some 
distance from the critical point of contact; for :r = 0,0995 the 
increase of pressure during the condensation was so great that for 
temperatures a little below the plaitpoint-temperature observations of 
the end of the condensation could not be made. In the case of the 
Jnixture a' = 0,lV90 no observations could be made on the liquid. 
branch of the border-curve. 
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TAB LEV. 

Border-curves. 

-
Begin. condensation. End condensation. 

Temp. 

I PressUle. Voluwe. Volume. Pl'essul'e. 

111=0,0494 

15°.30 0.01111 57.20 0.00254'3 102.9 

21°.50 0.008545 67.90 2892 100.0 

26°.80 5850 81.75 3833 93,20 

27° .10 5625 83.00 4063 91.85 
(DI. D. t.) 
27°.30 540 84.6 427 90.5 

27°.50 48 87.4 48 87.4 
cr .D. of cont. 

temD.) 

:c= 0,0995 

16°.90 0.009440 67.80 

22°.80 6890 83.20 

24°.20 6255 87.90 0.003737 114.3 
(DI. V. t.) 
25°.00 565 92.9 412 108.4 

25°.45 47 101 47 101 
(cr.D. ofcont. 

temv.) , 

iv=0,l990 

15°.35 0.008795 79.10 

20° 90 6335 101. 5 

22°.20 560 110 9 

+ 22°.8 ±50 ±120 
(ci.ll.ofcont. 

te~,~')~ ____ ~ ____ __ 

Fig. 4 shows a gl'aphical l'epresentation of table V. In this dia· 
gram t is abscissa, p ordinate and al parameter. As wHl b'J known this 
diagram consists of the vapour-pression curves of the two pure sub· 
stances, conneeted by the plaitpoint eurve; in between are the loop· 
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Dr. J. VERSCHAFFELT, Measurements on the system of isothermal 

lines near the plaitpoint, and especially on the process of the 

retrograde condensation of a mixture of carbonic acid and hydrogen. 
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shapeJ border-curves of the mixtures wbich touch the plaitpolnt 
curve in the plaitpoint. In the critical point of contact the tangent 
is parallel to the p-axis. 

In this fig-ure I have also drawn tho vapour-pressuro curve 
of pure carbonic acid, as determined by AMAG AT 1). By con
necting the plaitpoints with the critical point of carbonic acid: 
t = 31°,35, p = 72,9 atm., we obtain a part of the plaitpoint curve. 
This plaitpoint curve ris es steeply. It is probabie that it also riseE> 
steeply from the critical point of hyJrogen: t = - 234°,5, p = 20 
atm. 2). 

The course of the plaitpoint curve found thus agrees with KUNDT'S3) 

observations on the influence of the pressure of compressed hy<lrogen 
on the surface·tension of liquids in contact with it, if they are 
understood as VAN ELDIK 4) has eXplained in his doctor-paper. VAN 

EL DIK pointR out that the pre ss ure at which tbe surface-tension 
would become zero is the plaitpoint pressure which corresponds to 
the temporature of observation. Moreover he has investigated the 
law of the surface-tension as a function of the pres'lure. He con
cludes that the plaitpoint pressure for hydrogen and ether at tbe 
ordinal'y tempel'ature would be no less than 750 atm, from which 
follows a steep rising of the plaitpoint curve for ether and hydl'ogen 
on the etherside. 

The experiments communicated in this paper are not the first 
tb at have been made on the critical phenoniena in mixtures of hy
drogen and CaI bonic acid. OAILLETET 5) has made experiments with 
a mixture containing about 5 mol. of 002 on 1 mol. of H2 • '1'hey 
were undertaken in order to show, with a view to JUlIN'S expla
natioll of the critical phenomena, that by increase of hydrogen-pres
sure the carbonic acid is bound to disappeal'. OAILLETET has found 
that this really occurred and this at a higher pressure as the tem
perature was la wel' ; for instanee at 245 atm. at 15°, and at 153 
atm. at 25°. But when we have to construct the border-curves and 
the plaitpoint-curve we can set no value upon these observations, 
as OAILLETET did not secure the equilibrium of the phases by 
stirring; and only since K UENEN 6) has a voided the appearing of 

1) Comptes lendus, 114, p. 1093, 1892. 

~) See OLSZE\\SKI, Wied. Ann, 56, }). 133, lSllii. 

dj Ber. d. Kon. Acad. v. Wiss. Belllll, 21 Oet. 1880. 
4) VAN ELDIK, Disseltation, Leiden 1898. CommunIe. Lelden No. 39. 

G) Uomptes rendus, 96, p. 14/18, 1883. 

0) KunNeN, Disse, tntlOll, Lelden 1892. Oommunie. Leiden N0. 4. 
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phonomeha of retardation, the experimental investigation of the crhical 
phenomena in mixtures has led io relia bIe results, That phenomena 
of retardation give ri8e ta important deviations is shown by the fact 
that CAILLETET has obsorved condensation at 25°, whereas my expe
riments show that the critical point of contact of his mixture aftel' 
equilibrium of the phases has beon obtained, oug]'ü to be found at 
about 23°, 

Physics. - "MeasuJ'ernenfs on the chan.qe cf pl'essul'e ~y subsfitufion 
of one compone zt by tlle Giher in ini:ttwes of carbonic acid and 
hydl'ogen". By Dr. J. VERSCHAFFELT. (Communication N°. 47 
from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden by Prof. H. Iü
MERLINGH ONNES. (CJntinued.)) 

§ 1. Change of pl'essw'e by substitution. 

Table's VI-X contain the resu1ts of the determination of isotherma]s 
in mixtures with a still larger quantity of hyclrogen than those 
treated of in the former communications. ln these mixtures no conden
sation-phenomena appeared in the area observed; and sa they cannot 
reveal to us anything more about the further course of the plaitpoint
curve, but in connection with the results communicated before, they 
show us in what way, at a given ü1mperature and a given volume, 
the pressure of the mixture depends on its composition. 

With the aid of aU the determinations communicated we have 
first calculated the coefficients of pressure, the values of which fol' 
diffE'l'ent compositions and volumes are given in Table XI. Then 
we have calculated for one and the ~ame temperatul'e (18° C.) the 
isothermals of the different mixtures and representod tht>m in a new 
diagram, the P-V-a' diagram. On this diagram wo have road the 
pressures belonging to one and the same volume for difforent mixtures: 
table XII contains the values rei~d in this way for same volumes. 

As wiII be eXplained in § 2 we have ChOS011 the units of volume 
for the different mixtures sa that 1 c.m.3 of oach mixture cOl1tains 
the same numbor of molecules, whC'n the yolumes of theso mixtures 
expressod in the units accepted for this purpose, have the samo 
value. Table XII thol'efore shows tbe change in prossure whon, 
starting' from one of thc two substances in pure condition, we gra
c1ually substitute Iho molecules of this suustanco for an cqual numbor 
of molecules of the othor substanco. 


